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Summary
This manual explains and guides users through the IMPACT Europe evaluation toolkit, which
is available on:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/
IMPACT Europe is a project funded by the European Union’s Seventh Framework
Programme (grant agreement no. 312235). IMPACT Europe developed an online evaluation
toolkit for professionals working in the countering violent extremism (CVE) field. The main
purpose of the IMPACT Europe Evaluation Toolkit is to help professionals in designing and
conducting evaluations in the CVE field. Robust and rigorous evaluations have not yet
become the norm in the CVE field. Our understanding of what works in the field can be
improved if we conduct more and better evaluations. The toolkit therefore also helps
professionals to develop well-designed programmes, which are easier to evaluate and more
likely to achieve results.
The toolkit consists of three main components:
1. Evaluation Guide: this section helps in designing and conducting CVE evaluations.
2. Interventions Database: this section provides examples of current practices in the
CVE field.
3. Lessons Learned: this section provides examples of CVE interventions which have
been formally evaluated and discusses the lessons learned from these evaluations.
The evaluations discussed in this section were not performed by IMPACT Europe.
Please note that the online toolkit and manual are available in English. There are quick
guides available in other languages, such as Danish, Dutch, French and German. These can
be found in the Quick Guide section of the IMPACT Europe Evaluation Toolkit:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/quick-guide
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1. Introduction
This manual accompanies the IMPACT Europe Evaluation Toolkit, which is accessible at:
http://impacteurope.eu/toolkit
The IMPACT Europe Evaluation Toolkit (from here on referred to as the toolkit) is the
product of the IMPACT Europe project (http://impacteurope.eu/). This paragraph first
introduces the IMPACT Europe project. It then explains the purpose and structure of the
toolkit and this manual.

1.1. The IMPACT Europe project
Funded by the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme and running from January
2014 until June 2017, the IMPACT Europe project aimed to fill the gap in knowledge and
understanding of what works in tackling violent extremism. Specifically, IMPACT Europe
helps front-line workers, policymakers and other parties operating in the field of CVE to
answer three questions:
1. How effective are various programmes at tackling violent extremism?
2. What are promising practices in tackling violent extremism?
3. How does this inform our knowledge and understanding of violent extremism?
Counter-violent extremism work is wide ranging, with a variety of organisations engaged in
countering the radicalisation process in different ways, ranging from prevention to
disengagement. This is a growing area, and robust and rigorous evaluations have not yet
become the norm. To this end, the IMPACT Europe project developed the IMPACT Europe
Evaluation Toolkit. The main purpose of the toolkit is to help professionals in designing and
conducting evaluations in the CVE field. Our understanding of what works in the field can be
improved if we conduct more and better evaluations.
By making the toolkit easily accessible to a wide range of public and voluntary sector users,
the project encourages practitioners to properly evaluate CVE activities and to build
improved practices into the design of any future interventions. The toolkit helps professionals
to develop well-designed programmes, which are easier to evaluate and more likely to
achieve results. The toolkit also encourages practitioners to read about intervention and
evaluation methodology and use the literature embedded within the toolkit for their own
needs.

1.2. The toolkit
The toolkit helps practitioners to:


Understand the role and purpose of evaluation in the field of CVE;



Design evaluation research questions and an evaluation plan for investigating these;



Select the most appropriate data collection methods, taking into account human
rights and ethical considerations.

The toolkit has been designed for and with end-users and practitioners in the field of CVE.
End-users were actively involved in the design phase of the toolkit, and in testing the
1

prototype of the toolkit. On the basis of feedback from end-users, the toolkit has been refined
to ensure that it is as practical and user-friendly as possible.
The toolkit was developed following an examination of existing evaluations in CVE and
relevant evaluation practices in other similar fields. IMPACT Europe research highlights the
small number of existing evaluation studies in the broader field of CVE. The toolkit
addresses these deficiencies in three ways:




By encouraging end-users to think about their own intervention(s) and consider other
relevant interventions through the toolkit;
By improving commitment and knowledge in evaluating CVE interventions and the
development of a body of evidence in the future;
By providing preliminary answers to the aforementioned three questions (How
effective are various programmes at tackling violent extremism? What are promising
practices in tackling violent extremism? How does this inform our knowledge and
understanding of violent extremism?).

The toolkit is a knowledge-management tool to better implement interventions and
evaluations within the field of CVE, in both the short and long term. In the short term, the
toolkit aims to help practitioners to evaluate their own work. In the long term, the toolkit
seeks to help generate much-needed empirical evidence on what makes CVE interventions
more or less effective and how to further improve these in order to decrease the prevalence
of violent extremism in our societies.
The toolkit consists of three main sections: the Evaluation Guide, the Interventions
Database, and the Lessons Learned section. The uses, benefits, and instructions for all
three of these tools, as well as the toolkit Homepage, will be detailed in this manual.

1.3. This manual
This manual presents the three main sections contained in the toolkit, explaining step by
step how best to use the toolkit to maximise the benefits of the tools it contains and the
research behind it. The manual is specifically geared towards those who design and
implement CVE interventions and/or evaluations. After reading this manual and being
introduced to the different components of the toolkit, practitioners should be able to use the
toolkit to their benefit in designing and implementing interventions as well as evaluations of
CVE activities. This manual consists of two parts:


A conceptual part discussing the purpose, benefits and added values of each
component of the toolkit;



A technical part visually detailing how to utilise each component of the toolkit.

Furthermore, there is space allocated for notes throughout the manual so that it can be
used as either a stand-alone reference document or in a train-the-trainer setting. In the latter
case, trainers are encouraged to make notes throughout the manual to customise
information delivery and learning activities for their audience.
The manual also highlights some practical examples in which the toolkit is used to support
the design of a CVE intervention and evaluation. The practical examples are highlighted in a
text box in the conceptual part of this manual. The practical examples were provided by endusers with the aim of illustrating how the toolkit can be used in practice.
2
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PART I: CONCEPTUAL PART
The conceptual part of this manual discusses the benefits and added value of each
component of the online evaluation toolkit. This section consists of separate chapters
explaining the Homepage, Evaluation Guide, Interventions Database and Lessons Learned.
It also includes practical examples of how CVE practitioners can use the toolkit in their
professional activities.

5

2. Homepage
This part of the manual introduces the Homepage, through which the three main
components of the toolkit can be accessed. The Homepage (see Figure 2.1Error!
Reference source not found.) highlights the intended use of the toolkit and provides
explanation on its content and structure. The Homepage redirects users to the relevant parts
of the toolkit, depending on their preferences, interests and needs. The three main
components of the toolkit, briefly summarised below, will be explained in more detail in their
respective chapters in both the conceptual and the technical part of the manual. The three
main components of the toolkit are:





Evaluation Guide: The Evaluation Guide helps end-users in designing and
conducting evaluations of CVE interventions.
Interventions Database: The Interventions Database provides examples of current
practices in the CVE field and inspires users to develop well-designed CVE
interventions.
Lessons Learned: Lessons Learned provides examples of CVE interventions which
have been formally evaluated and discusses the lessons learned from these
evaluations.

7

Figure 2.1: Homepage

In addition to the three main components, the Homepage gives access to the Quick Guide.
This is available both as an interactive page and as a downloadable PDF file. The interactive
page provides users with an overview of all information within the toolkit and where to find it.
If users click on a topic they will be redirected to the corresponding page. The downloadable
PDF file is available in different languages and guides users in how to get started with using
the Evaluation Guide in the toolkit.
The homepage also provides access to more information on the IMPACT Europe project and
toolkit, specifically more information on sources of information underpinning the toolkit,
information on what good evaluation entails and a glossary of terms used in the toolkit.

3. Evaluation Guide
The first main component of the toolkit is the Evaluation Guide. The Evaluation Guide
explains and guides users on how to design and conduct evaluations step by step and can
help before, during or after an evaluation. The Evaluation Guide is an interactive guide that
provides advice in correspondence with the characteristics of the intervention the user wants
to design or evaluate, rather than providing a generic list of evaluation instruments. The
8

guide is designed to inform the decisions of users and to help users think through their
evaluation plan. The actual design of an evaluation plan has to be done by the users
themselves. The Evaluation Guide comprises two main interrelated parts:
1. Interactive advice, tips and suggestions on designing and conducting evaluations;
2. A repository of evaluation designs and methods that can be used for evaluating an
intervention.

3.1.1.

Designing and conducting evaluations

The first element of the Evaluation Guide consists of two parts: Design and Conduct. Both
elements provide different entry points and considerations that help in choosing an
evaluation design and method.

3.1.2.

Design

The Design section is intended to be used as a starting point for designing an evaluation, or
as a resource to inform decision making when searching for and interacting with external
evaluators. Users can provide information that will be processed by the toolkit, which will
issue tips and suggestions customised to the user’s situation (see for example Figure 3.1).
These tips and suggestions can be considered when designing an evaluation of the user’s
CVE intervention. The following factors and their implications for the design of an evaluation
are covered in the design section:


The characteristics of the intervention



The purpose of the evaluation



The evaluation questions



The type of evidence and information needed



Information on data collection.

Furthermore, the Design section offers links to useful tools and provides examples of CVE
interventions/evaluations with similar characteristics to the intervention the user’s
intervention. These examples are drawn from a database which provides an overview of
available evidence on evalautions in the CVE field.
The Design section also offers examples of relevant gang-desistance evaluations. As robust
and rigorous evalautions have not yet become the norm in the CVE field, other fields with
more robust and rigorous evaluations have been explored. The gang-desistance database
provides examples of evaluations approaches that have been used in this particular field and
relevant examples of evaluation designs and methods are retrieved to inspire, advance and
move beyond current evaluation practices in the CVE field.

3.1.3.

Conduct

The Conduct section consists of a practical guide on the different stages of conducting an
evaluation. There are different considerations to take into account when conducting CVE
evaluations, including:
9



Project management and data collection



Data analysis



Writing and presenting findings



Follow-up after completion of the evaluation.

The Conduct section provides information, advice, tips and suggestions on the above
subjects.
Figure 3.1: Evaluation Guide - Design

3.2. Methods
The Evaluation Guide comprises a repository of evaluation designs and data collection
methods to assist in the process of designing and conducting evaluations. The database
provides information on 24 evaluation designs and data-collection methods. It helps users to
select the method or design that is most appropriate to answer their key evaluation
10

questions. Each of the methods presented has been tailored to the CVE context to give endusers more specific information on how each method can be applied in practice. For each
research method, information is provided on its purpose, application and ethical
considerations. Figure 3.2 shows what this database looks like and Figure 3.3gives an
example of the description of an evaluation design.

11

Figure 3.2: Evaluation Guide – Methods

Figure 3.3: Screenshot of ‘Case studies’ page of Methods section in Evaluation Guide
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3.3. Practical example 1
The manager of a CVE programme has been running a two-year pilot and has been
commissioned to continue with her work. The programme consists of innovative modules of
civic education, an inter-agency approach, workshops with youth, cultural and creative
activities and group dynamic sessions.
The manager wonders what could be improved in the second term of the CVE intervention.
She believes evaluation should be a process that accompanies the intervention from the
start and which should provide orientation and assistance in moments of difficulty and
insecurity. The manager wonders what the impact of the civic education module is and what
she could do differently to maximise the impact of the programme. In addition, she would like
to know how the civic education module can better complement the other two programme
modules related to this intervention. Specifically, it would be helpful for her to have a means
to differentiate the particular impacts of her civic educational interventions. Historically, this
has been a somewhat contentious issue. Civic education has been the main approach in
earlier days of prevention but it has since been methodologically challenged.
The manager would like to use the toolkit to review her methodology and to ensure that it is
robust and fits the purpose of the intervention. More specifically, she is looking for criteria
and tools to gauge how specifically her methods of civic education complement and crossfertilise the other two modules of group work and youth-cultural workshops, and to evaluate
and document the specific impact factors stemming from her module.
In the toolkit she would start by inserting information about her intervention in the Design
section of the Evaluation Guide, obtaining evaluation guidance tailored to her particular
intervention parameters and evaluation needs. The Design section will also provide her with
information on similar interventions and evaluations, as well as useful links to relevant
evaluation designs and methods. The manager will be able to use the information in the
toolkit either for the design of an evaluation or for contracting out the evaluation to an
external party.
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4. Interventions Database
The Interventions Database comprises two sections: the CVE Database Search and
Alternative Approaches. Below the two sections are discussed in more detail.

4.1. The CVE Database Search
The CVE Database Search enables users to query a database of CVE interventions. The
aim of the database is to inspire users to produce well-designed and evaluable interventions.
CVE interventions in the database can be identified by searching for specific indicators
across a range of parameters. The parameters are divided into three categories: intervention
type, radicalisation factor and evaluation characteristics. The different parameters are shown
below (see Table 4-1). On the left side of the page, suggestions for refining the search are
dynamically provided on the basis of the input of users.
Table 4-1: Interventions database search options
Intervention type

Radicalisation factor

Evaluation factor

Group focus

Motivation for violence

Evaluation method

Unit of focus

Group target traits

Evaluation approach

Ideology

Affecting social factors

Evidence source

Intervention goal

Affecting cultural factors

Evaluation focus

Activity type

Evaluator

Evidence of Effectiveness

Evaluation quality

Figure 4.1: CVE Database Search
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4.2. Practical example 2
A Chief of Police has to inform his municipality’s local authority about possible social unrest.
The region is facing increasing examples of violent radicalisation. Addressing this
phenomenon requires effective partnership between public and private organisations. Such
a partnership would help to ensure the Chief of Police obtains the best possible quality of
information to better interpret and prioritise threats. In addition it would help the Chief of
Police to choose and develop tailored interventions. The context in which this work takes
place is characterised by a shortage of people (front-line workers and developers) and
resources (good practices, instruments, networks and money).
The issues the Chief of Police faces are reflected in a recent example where a few young
men drove through the city honking, shouting ‘Allah Akbar’ and displaying an Islamic State
Flag. This led to social unrest in the neighbourhood, although no criminal acts were
committed. In this scenario, the Chief of Police has to decide whether there is a risk of
violent extremism present and what follow-up actions need to be taken.
The Chief of Police and his partners would benefit from using the IMPACT Europe
Evaluation Toolkit to find out more about different options for an intervention design. In order
to do so, the Chief of Police and his team will define the parameters of the type of
intervention the police is considering in the CVE database search. The search results will
show interventions with similar parameters and can serve as an inspiration for the design of
a suitable intervention.

16

4.3. Alternative Approaches
The Alternative Approaches section was added to the toolkit in order to ensure that
evaluations of emerging and novel approaches, which have not yet been evaluated, are well
described in the toolkit. CVE is a high-pressure, dynamic and fast-evolving field. This is
reflected in the number of new approaches, programmes and interventions that are currently
being developed and piloted by practitioners. At this stage the scientific literature does not
yet present evaluations for these emerging and novel approaches. As such, this section
provides examples of alternative approaches which are of growing relevance to preventing
and countering violent extremism (P/CVE). Examples of these approaches are restorative
justice, exit counselling and internet addiction prevention.

17

5. Lessons Learned
The third main component of the toolkit, the Lessons Learned section, presents learning
from previous evaluations of CVE interventions, and allows end-users to contribute to
collective knowledge by uploading new evidence to the toolkit. The Lessons Learned section
comprises three sub-sections: Evaluated CVE interventions, Crosscutting lessons from CVE
evaluations and Upload your CVE intervention/evaluation.

5.1. Evaluated CVE interventions
The Evaluated CVE interventions sub-section is a collection of CVE interventions that have
been formally evaluated and provides detailed information on whether this intervention
worked, and if so, how and why. These evaluated interventions were identified on the basis
of a literature review and scored on their effectiveness, the quality of lessons learned on
evaluation practice, and the strength of evidence for these three criteria. The Evaluated CVE
interventions sub-section provides an overview table (see Table 4-1) in which the different
evaluated interventions can be ranked according to their effectiveness and strength of
evidence for this effectiveness. Once clicked on, each intervention page provides a more
detailed narrative description of the intervention, an indication of its measured impacts,
summaries of any lessons learned, and the strength of the available evidence.
The Evaluated CVE interventions section provides information on 69 interventions and is a
live resource that will (depending on continued funding) be updated on a regular basis as
new evaluations and other high-quality research on CVE interventions become available.
New evaluations will develop the emerging knowledge, consequently also impacting on
current scores.
Figure 5.1: Evaluated CVE interventions

5.2. Crosscutting lessons
The section on Crosscutting Lessons from CVE evaluations provides information on
emerging lessons on implementing and evaluating CVE interventions. These crosscutting
19

lessons are organised according to the stage of the project/intervention lifecycle to which
they relate (see Figure 5.2). The different stages of the project/intervention lifecycle are:


Intervention goals



Intervention design



Implementation & management



Intervention outcomes



Monitoring & evaluation.

In addition, the section provides a list of eight key recommendations on the basis of the
lessons learned that may help in designing and conducting evaluations of CVE interventions.
This sub-section is called The Ways Forward.

20

Figure 5.2: Crosscutting lessons

5.3. Upload
The last section, Upload your CVE intervention/evaluation, allows users to upload new
evidence to the toolkit in order to strengthen the CVE field’s collective knowledge. This
section of the toolkit allows users to upload information on their CVE intervention and/or
evaluation. It is expected that, with a wider evidence base on CVE interventions, it will be
possible to synthesise findings from various sources. This will allow the CVE field to identify
patterns of programme effectiveness that can be used in the design of future interventions. It
may also be possible to systematically look across evaluation findings and identify evidencebased practices in the field of CVE in order to build on the toolkit’s Lessons Learned section.
A CVE intervention and evaluation entered through the Upload form will be considered for
review. Input, provided by users will not be processed automatically. A review (of data for
instance) by a researcher is required. This is therefore subject to securing further funding for
inputs to be analysed and embedded in the toolkit.
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PART II: TECHNICAL PART
This section visually details how to utilise each component of the toolkit. It includes zoomedin images of the features in the Homepage, Evaluation Guide, Interventions Database,
Lessons Learned and Quick Guide. It provides brief explanations of each feature and will
present the functionality of each feature and the consequence of clicking on a feature.

25

6. Homepage
The Homepage is the gateway to the other components of the toolkit. The toolkit can be
accessed at:
http://impacteurope.eu/toolkit
On the Homepage users find the different menu options: Evaluation Guide, Interventions
Database, Lessons Learned and Quick Guide. The Homepage also provides general
information about the IMPACT Europe project and the toolkit. At the bottom of the
Homepage users can find a disclaimer and the logos of all the partners involved in IMPACT
Europe.

6.1. Menu
From the Homepage users can access the main components of the toolkit (see Figure 6.1
and Figure 6.2):


Evaluation Guide: this section guides users in designing and conducting
evaluations.



Interventions Database: this section provides examples of CVE interventions.



Lessons Learned: this section provides lessons learned from evaluated CVE
interventions and gives users the opportunity to upload their CVE intervention or
evaluation.

Figure 6.1: Toolkit Homepage with highlighted toolkit menu
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Figure 6.2: Toolkit Homepage with highlighted toolkit sections
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6.2. Quick Guide
In addition to the three main components of the toolkit, the menu and the Quick Guide button
give access to the Quick Guide of the toolkit (see Figure 6.3).
Figure 6.3: Toolkit Homepage with Quick Guide highlighted

6.3. Read more about IMPACT Europe
Read more about IMPACT Europe links to a page with more information about the IMPACT
Europe project and toolkit (see also Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5):
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/about.
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Figure 6.4: Toolkit Homepage with Read more about IMPACT Europe highlighted

On this Read more page users will find information on the following topics:







About the Toolkit: a brief explanation of the aim of the toolkit and its structure;
The Impact Europe Project: information about the IMPACT Europe project and the
parties involved in the project;
Sources of Information: a short description of the four main sources the toolkit
contains and is based on;
Good Evaluation: information on what is evaluation and what makes good
evaluation;
Glossary: a list of terminology used throughout the toolkit;
Disclaimer: a disclaimer on the use of the toolkit.

30

Figure 6.5: About the Toolkit
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7. Evaluation Guide
The first main component of the toolkit is the Evaluation Guide. The Evaluation Guide
explains and guides users on how to design and conduct evaluations step by step and can
help before, during or after an evaluation. It comprises four sections: Start, Design, Conduct
and Methods. The main features of every section are discussed in the following paragraphs.

7.1. Start
On the start page of the Evaluation section you will find information about the different
components of the Evaluation Guide.
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/start/start
You can start exploring the different components of the Evaluation Guide by clicking on the
hyperlinks below WELCOME TO THE EVALUATION GUIDE or the tabs in the dark blue bar
at the top of the page. Alternatively, you can fill in the questionnaire under GET STARTED to
be directed to a specific part of the Evaluation Guide which is relevant for your situation (see
Figure 7.1). The different sections are explained in more detail below.
Figure 7.1: Welcome page Evaluation Guide
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7.1.1.

Welcome to the Evaluation Guide

The Evaluation Guide is a guide for designing and conducting CVE evaluations. It will inform
your decisions and help you think through your evaluation plan. However, you will have to
design the actual evaluation yourself.
The Evaluation Guide consists of two main interrelated parts:
1) It provides interactive advice, tips and suggestions on:
a. How to plan an evaluation of a CVE intervention: the Design section;
b. How to conduct an evaluation of a CVE intervention: the Conduct section.
2) It provides a repository of evaluation designs and methods: the Methods section.
You can click on Design, Conduct or Methods (see Figure 7.2) to be directed to these
specific sections in the Evaluation Guide. Alternatively you can fill in the questionnaire under
GET STARTED to be directed to the specific parts within the Evaluation Guide that are
relevant for your specific situation. The questionnaire is explained in more detail below.
Figure 7.2: Welcome to the Evaluation Guide

7.1.2.

Get Started

The Evaluation Guide can help before, during, or after you conduct an evaluation. Please
select the option that is relevant for you in the online toolkit (see Figure 7.3):




I am planning an evaluation
I am conducting an evaluation
I have completed an evaluation.
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Figure 7.3: Get Started

After you have selected the option that is relevant for your situation you will have to answer
another question. Please choose the answer that is relevant for your situation.

Situation 1: I am planning an evaluation
The toolkit will show the following question: Has the intervention been implemented?
Meaning: is your intervention still in the designing phase or has it been implemented
already?
Please choose YES or NO (see Figure 7.4).
Figure 7.4: I am planning an evaluation
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On the basis of your answer, hyperlinks will be shown to parts within the Evaluation Guide
that are relevant for your specific situation.

Situation 2: I am conducting an evaluation
The toolkit will show the following question: Has data collection been completed? Meaning:
are you still in the phase of collecting your data for the purpose of evaluation or have you
finished collecting your data?
Please choose YES or NO (see Figure 7.5).
Figure 7.5: I am conducting an evaluation

On the basis of your answer, hyperlinks will be shown to parts within the Evaluation Guide
that are relevant for your specific situation.

Situation 3: I have completed an evaluation
The toolkit will show the following question: What would you like to do with your findings?
Please choose one of the following answers (see Figure 7.6):



Use evaluation findings to develop own work
Contribute to wider understanding of CVE interventions and evaluations.
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Figure 7.6: I have completed an evaluation

On the basis of your answer, hyperlinks will be shown to parts within the Evaluation Guide
that are relevant for your specific situation.
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7.1.3.

About this Guide

On the left side of the start page of the Evaluation Guide you will also find a button labelled
About this Guide (see Figure 7.7Error! Reference source not found.). If you click on About
this Guide you will be provided with information on the different databases and sources
underpinning the Evaluation Guide:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/start/about
Figure 7.7: About this Guide

7.1.4.

Ethical Considerations

Below About this Guide on the left side of the Start page of the Evaluation Guide you will find
the button Ethical Considerations (see Figure 7.7). Here you will find information about
ethical issues surrounding evaluations:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/start/ethics
Ethical considerations are important to take into consideration when conducting an
evaluation.

40
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7.2. Design
Please go to Design within the Evaluation Guide and you will see the following screen
(Figure 7.8):
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/design/start
Figure 7.8: Design start page

On this page you find an overview of the different entry points in the Design section of the
Evaluation Guide. The Design section is intended to be used as a starting point for designing
an evaluation, or as a resource to inform decision making when searching for and interacting
with external evaluators. You can provide information that will be processed by the toolkit,
which will issue tips and suggestions customised to your situation. You can then consider
these when designing an evaluation of your CVE intervention. It is important to consider all
these factors when designing your CVE evaluation. Once you know what evaluation design
and methods you need, you can put these into action.
The different entry points and considerations when choosing an evaluation design and
methods are:
1. The CVE intervention: in this section the characteristics of your intervention and its
consequences for designing and conducting an evaluation are considered:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/design/intervention
2. CVE evaluation purpose: in this section the purpose of your evaluation and its
consequences for designing and conducting an evaluation are considered:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/design/purpose
3. CVE evaluation questions: this section provides guidance on evaluation questions
pertaining to addressing the main evaluation criteria:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/design/questions
4. Evidence needed: in this section the evidence that you need to verify whether CVE
interventions make a positive change is considered:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/design/needed
5. Data collection: in this section the different types of data and the different ways to
collect them are discussed:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/design/methods
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Please click on the entry point that you would like to explore. If you would like to explore all
entry points, you can start with intervention, followed by evaluation purpose, evaluation
questions, evidence needed and data collection. The manual discusses the different
entry points in more detail below.

7.2.1.

The interactive parts of the Design section

This part explains how to utilise the Design section of the Evaluation Guide and shows which
of the components are interactive and need input from the user. Not every functionality of the
Design section will be described but the first factor, the Intervention, will be used as an
example. The interactive functionalities on the Intervention page can also be found on the
other pages of the Design section. Please follow the steps set out below in the online toolkit.
1. Go to the Intervention within the Design section of the Evaluation Guide:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/design/intervention
You will find the Intervention button on the left side menu of the Design section of the
Evaluation Guide (see Figure 7.9).
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Figure 7.9: The Intervention

2. Click on Goal in the blue ribbon (see Figure 7.10)
Every component of the Design and Conduct sections has a blue ribbon on which you can
click to go to explore different elements.
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Figure 7.10: Blue ribbon

3. Click on Mitigate radicalisation (with individuals already radicalised) (see
Figure 7.11)
Figure 7.11: Mitigate radicalisation

You will see that by clicking on Mitigate radicalisation, the information below the blue bar on
Practical Tips and Suggestions for CVE Evaluations will adjust (Figure 7.12). The
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information in this section is interactive and will adjust to the input you provide on the goal of
your intervention, be it prevention, mitigation, disengagement, suppression or other.
Please note that you can only choose one goal at a time. However, CVE interventions might
have more than one goal, therefore you may want to look at more than one option.
Figure 7.12: Practical tips and suggestions for CVE evaluations

4. Click on Read more
Throughout the toolkit you will find the words Read more in blue (see Figure 7.13). If clicked
upon more information on this topic will be provided. You can close the additional text by
clicking on Hide at the end of the text (see Figure 7.14).
Figure 7.13: Read more

Figure 7.14: Hide
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5. Click on Further Evaluation Design Considerations (Figure 7.15)
Figure 7.15: Further evaluation design considerations

Clicking on Further evaluation design considerations presents information on considerations
for an evaluation design. The text in this box is not interactive and therefore does not adjust
on the basis of the input provided. Here you can also choose to click on ‘read more’ if you
want to know more about evaluation design considerations.
6. Scroll down to Relevant Links at the bottom of the page (Figure 7.16)
At the bottom of every page in the Design section you will find a section with Relevant links.
In the Intervention and Evaluation Purpose sections you will find links to Useful tools, CVE
interventions and their evaluations and Gang desistance evaluations. In the other sections
you will only find links to Useful tools.
Figure 7.16: Relevant links

7. Explore the links to Useful Tools (Figure 7.18)
Depending on the section you are exploring in the Design part of the Evaluation Guide, links
to useful tools will be displayed. The useful tools that are displayed in the goal of the
intervention include logic models/theories of change, objectives and analysis options. These
methods help to clarify the goals and underlying assumptions of your intervention. The page
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on impact evaluations links, for example, to methods that are suitable for measuring the
impact of an intervention (case study, contribution analysis, randomised control trial). Click
on one of the tools to receive more specific information on the particular tool (see Figure
7.17).
Figure 7.18: Useful Tools

Figure 7.17: More detailed information on useful tools

8. Explore the links to CVE Interventions and their Evaluations (Figure 7.19)
The overview table with links to CVE Interventions and their Evaluations is interactive and
adjusts to the input provided by the user. If the goal of the intervention is to mitigate
radicalisation, this overview table will provide examples of (evaluated) interventions with the
same goal in alphabetical order. If you insert as goal of your intervention ‘mitigate
radicalisation’ the first intervention to appear in the list of CVE interventions and their
evaluations is Active Change Foundation (see Figure 7.19 and Figure 7.20).
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Figure 7.19: CVE interventions and their evaluations

Figure 7.20: Link to intervention Active Change Foundation

9. Explore the links to Gang Desistance Evaluations (Figure 7.21)
In addition to the links to CVE Interventions and their Evaluations, the Design section also
provides examples of Gang Desistance Evaluations. As robust and rigorous evalautions
have not yet become the norm in the CVE field, other fields with more robust and rigorous
evaluations have been explored. The Gang Desistance database provides examples of
evaluations approaches that have been used in this particular field and relevant examples of
evaluation designs and methods are retrieved to inspire, advance and move beyond current
evaluation practices in the CVE field.
As is the case with the links to CVE Interventions and their Evaluations, the overview table
with links to the Gang Desistance Evaluations is interactive and adjusts to the input provided
by the user. If the goal of the intervention is to mitigate radicalisation, this overview table will
provide examples of evaluated gang desistance interventions that have mitigation as their
objective. If you insert as goal of your intervention ‘mitigate radicalisation’ the first
intervention to appear in the list of gang desistance evaluations is Designing out gang
homicides and street assaults. Click on this evaluated intervention to find out more about the
characteristics of the evaluation of this intervention and its transferability to the CVE field
(see Figure 7.22).
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Figure 7.21: Gang Desistance Evaluations

Figure 7.22: Link to evaluated gang desistance intervention Designing out gang
homicides and street assaults

10. Click on References at the bottom of the page (Figure 7.23)
At the bottom of every page you find a list of all references used in the section you are
consulting. Click on the grey References button to open the list of references (see Figure
7.23).
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Figure 7.23: References
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7.3. Conduct
Please go to Conduct within the Evaluation Guide:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/conduct/start
You will see the following screen (Figure 7.24):
Figure 7.24: Conduct start page

On this page you find an overview of the different entry points in the Conduct section of the
Evaluation Guide. The Conduct section consists of a practical guide on the different stages
in conducting an evaluation. There are different considerations to take into account when
conducting CVE evaluations, including:
1. Management: evaluations are a type of project and have their own project
management considerations, including managing resources and planning data
collection:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/conduct/management.
2. Analyse: data analysis can be done in many different ways, depending on the data
source, the research questions and other factors:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/conduct/analyse.
3. Write up & present: once you have collected and analysed your data it is time to
start thinking about how to present your findings, as well as different possibilities for
dissemination:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/conduct/write.
4. Follow-up: what to do after completion of your evaluation? You may wish to
specifically follow up recommendations or use findings in other ways:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/conduct/followup.
Please click in the online toolkit on the entry point that you would like to explore. If you would
like to explore all entry points, you can start with Management, followed by Analyse, Write
up & Present and Follow-up.
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7.3.1.

The interactive parts of the Conduct section

This section explains how to utilise the Conduct section of the Evaluation Guide and shows
which of the components are interactive. Not every functionality of the Design section will be
described, but the sub-section Management will be taken as an example. The interactive
functionalities of the Management section can also be found on the other pages of the
Conduct sub-sections. Please follow the steps set out below in the online toolkit.

1. Go to Management within the Conduct section of the Evaluation Guide:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/conduct/management.
You will find Management on the left-side menu of the Conduct section of the Evaluation
Guide (see Figure 7.25)
Figure 7.25: Management

2. Click on Documentation in the blue ribbon (see Figure 7.26)
Every component of the Conduct section has a blue ribbon on which you can click to explore
different elements.
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Figure 7.26: Blue ribbon

3. Click on Evaluation Plan (Figure 7.27)
You will see that by clicking on Evaluation Plan a box with text will be opened. The same
applies for the other boxes on the Documentation page: ‘risk assessment and mitigation
plan’ and ‘issues and lessons log’. As in the Design section you can click on the blue button
marked ‘Read more’ if you want to receive more information on the particular subject. You
will find the same content panels as in Documentation in the other sections of Conduct
(Analyse, Write Up & Present, Follow Up).
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Figure 7.27: Evaluation Plan
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4. Click on Resources in the blue ribbon (see Figure 7.28)
Figure 7.28: Resources

5. Click on Timing (Figure 7.29)
You will see that by clicking on Timing a box with text will be opened. The same applies for
the other boxes on the Resources page: Staff, External expertise and Budget.
Figure 7.29: Timing
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Figure 7.30: Timing fold-out

6. Click on Project team in the blue ribbon (Figure 7.31)
Figure 7.31: Project team
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7. Click on the box marked Project leader (Figure 7.32)
You will see that by checking the box marked Project leader text will appear. The same
applies to checking the boxes marked Project manager, Team members and External
expertise.
Figure 7.32: Project leader
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7.4. Methods
Please go to Methods within the Evaluation Guide:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/guide/repository
You will see the following screen:
Figure 7.33: Methods

The Methods section of the Evaluation Guide provides an overview of data-collection
methods and evaluation designs. It helps you to select the method or design that is most
appropriate to answer your key evaluation questions.

7.4.1.

Narrowing your search

You can narrow your search by providing key information on what you are looking for by
filling in the filters on the left side of the screen:


Type: are you looking for information on evaluation designs, methods or both?
Please choose accordingly (Figure 7.34).
Figure 7.34: Type
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Approach: are you looking for a method to collect quantitative data, qualitative data
or both? Please choose accordingly (Figure 7.35).
Figure 7.35: Approach



Focus: what is the focus of your evaluation? Do you want to conduct a
process/mechanism evaluation or an impact/economic evaluation? Please choose
accordingly (Figure 7.36).
Figure 7.36: Focus



Data used: what data do you want to use – primary data, secondary data or both?
Please choose accordingly (Figure 7.37).
Figure 7.37: Data used



Purpose: for what purpose do you want to use the method or design – to collect or to
analyse data? Please choose accordingly (Figure 7.38).
Figure 7.38: Purpose
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7.4.2.

Finding out more about a particular design or method

By clicking on a data collection method or evaluation design you will be provided with advice
on how to apply this method or approach in practice. If you click on ‘Case Studies’, you will
be redirected to a page with information on what it is, what it is used for, when to use it, how
to use it, ethics, and where to find additional information about conducting case studies:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/repository/26/whatisit
(see Figure 7.39 and Figure 7.40).
Figure 7.39: Methods

Figure 7.40: Case Studies
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7.4.3.

Comparing designs and methods

The methods database also provides the opportunity to compare two designs or methods.
You can compare two designs or methods by clicking on the pin next to the name of the
design or method in the list and then clicking Compare (see Figure 7.41 and Figure 7.42).
Figure 7.41: Select to compare

Figure 7.42: Compare interventions

7.4.4.

More information about the Methods database

More information about how the methods database was developed can be found on the
page About Methods. Click on the grey button on the left side of the page labelled About
Methods to go to this page (see Figure 7.43).
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Figure 7.43: About Methods
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8. Interventions Database
The Interventions Database comprises two sections: the CVE Database Search and
Alternative Approaches. Below the two sections are discussed in more detail.

8.1. The CVE Database Search
Please go to the CVE Database Search in the ‘Interventions Database’:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inspire/search
You will see the following screen (Figure 8.1):
Figure 8.1: CVE Database search

The CVE Database Search enables users to query a database of CVE interventions. The
aim of the database is to inspire users to produce well-designed and evaluable interventions.
CVE interventions in the database can be identified by searching for specific indicators
across a range of parameters. The parameters are divided into three categories: intervention
type, radicalisation factor and evaluation characteristics. The parameters of the first category
(intervention type) are shown by default. The parameters of the second and third category
are shown by clicking on show (see Figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2: The three categories of the CVE database search

For each category you can choose which parameters you want to use in your search. For
each parameter you can add more than one selection. On the basis of your input, you will
also be provided with suggestions for filters to help refine your search. These suggestions
are shown when you click on the ‘suggestions for refining search’ button on the left side of
the page (see Figure 8.3).
Figure 8.3: Suggestions for refining search

Once you have chosen and filled in the parameters of your choice, click on the search button
(see Figure 8.4) to get an overview of the results of your search on the basis of the selected
filters. The results are filtered by the extent (as a percentage) to which they match with the
selected filters (see Figure 8.6).
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Figure 8.4: Percentage match with the selected filters

To find out more about a particular intervention and its respective evaluation you can click on
the title of the intervention in the list of search results. You will be provided with a summary
and the coding of this specific intervention (see for example Figure 8.5).
Figure 8.5: Example of an intervention

If you would like to start a new search, you can click on reset all filters or remove the filters
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one by one by clicking on the ‘escape’ (see Figure 8.6).
Figure 8.6: Remove filters

8.2. Alternative Approaches
Please go to Alternative Approaches in the Interventions Database:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inspire/alternative
You will see the following screen (Figure 8.7):
Figure 8.7: Alternative Approaches in Interventions Database

The section Alternative Approaches was added to the toolkit in order to ensure that as-yet
unevaluated interventions of emerging and novel approaches are also described in the
toolkit. You can explore these different approaches – including restorative justice, exit
counseling and internet addiction prevention – by clicking on these titles in the toolkit.
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9. Lessons Learned
The third main component of the toolkit, the Lessons Learned section, presents learning
from previous evaluations of CVE interventions, and allows end-users to contribute to
collective knowledge by uploading new evidence to the toolkit. The Lessons Learned section
comprises four sub-sections: Start, Evaluated CVE interventions, Crosscutting lessons and
Upload. The features of the different components are discussed in the following paragraphs.

9.1. Start
Please go to the Start page in Lessons Learned:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/start
You will see the following screen (Figure 9.1):
Figure 9.1: Lessons Learned start page

On this page you can choose whether you want to explore the lessons learned from
evaluations or upload new evidence to the toolkit. If you want to explore the lessons learned
you have two options: you can either browse through evaluated CVE interventions or explore
the crosscutting lessons learned from evaluated CVE interventions. Choose the option that
is relevant for you.
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9.2. Evaluated CVE interventions
Please go to Evaluated CVE Interventions in the ‘Lessons Learned’ section:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/whathow.
You will see the following screen (Figure 9.2):
Figure 9.2: Evaluated CVE interventions

Evaluated CVE interventions is a collection of CVE interventions that have been formally
evaluated and provides detailed information on whether each intervention worked and, if so,
how and why.
You can rank the different evaluations on the basis of their level of effectiveness and
strength of evidence on effectiveness by clicking on the arrows (see Figure 9.3).
Figure 9.3: Ranking evaluations

To find out more about a specific intervention and its evaluation you can click on the title of
the intervention. Once clicked on, each intervention page provides a more detailed narrative
description of the intervention (about), an indication of its measured impacts (how effective),
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the strength of the available evidence (how strong), summaries of any lessons learned (what
does it tell us and lessons learned) and references to source documents (see Figure 9.4).
Figure 9.4: Example of intervention page

It is also possible to compare two interventions and their evaluations. In order to compare
two interventions and their evaluations you select the pin belonging to the specific
interventions and select ‘compare’ (see Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.6).
Figure 9.5: Compare interventions and their evaluations
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Figure 9.6: Example of comparing two interventions and their evaluations

Lastly, to find out more about how the evaluated interventions were identified and scored,
you can click on About This Tool (see Figure 3.3) and you will be redirected to a page that
explains this in more detail (see Figure 9.8).
Figure 9.7: About this tool button
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Figure 9.8: About this tool page

9.3. Crosscutting lessons
Please go to Crosscutting Lessons in the Lessons Learned section:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/lessons/crosscutting
You will see the following screen (Figure 9.9):
Figure 9.9: Crosscutting Lessons start page

On this page you can choose which lessons you want to explore. These options are
presented both in text and in the buttons on the left side of the page. They are: Lessons
grouped by project lifecycle stage, The Ways Forward and About this Tool. Click on the
section you would like to explore first.
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9.3.1.

Lessons grouped by project lifecycle stage

Please go to Lessons grouped by project lifecycle stage:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/lessons/lessonslifecycle
You will see the following screen (Figure 9.10).
Figure 9.10: Lessons grouped by project lifecycle stage

This section provides a variety of lessons learned from evaluations of CVE interventions.
The lessons are grouped by project/intervention lifecycle stage and presented around a
graphic of a lifecycle framework (see Figure 9.11).
Figure 9.11: The lifecycle framework
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The different stages of the project/intervention lifecycle are:
1. Intervention goals: this details lessons learned about interventions with different
goals and objectives, and their unintended outcomes:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/lessons/goals
2. Intervention design: this examines the design of effective CVE methods and
formats, intervention timings, and participant and stakeholder engagement:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/lessons/design
3. Intervention implementation and management: this presents lessons learned on
coordination and collaboration over the course of project implementation, methods
used in project management, and more:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/lessons/management
4. Intervention outcome: this focuses on successes and failures of CVE interventions:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/lessons/outcomes
5. Monitoring and evaluation: his draws together learning on difficulties related to
drawing conclusions, data collection and comparing evaluation findings in the field of
CVE:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/lessons/monitoring
Please click in the online toolkit on the entry point that you would like to explore. You can
navigate through this section either by clicking on the different tabs in the blue ribbon or on
the lifecycle framework (see Figure 9.12).
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Figure 9.12: Navigation through Lessons grouped by project lifecycle stage
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Every section in Lessons grouped by lifecycle stage comprises lessons learned that are
grouped by an overarching theme, methodological suggestions and references. For
example, the section on intervention goals has lessons grouped around the following
themes: prevention vs de-radicalisation goals, behavioural vs attitudinal objective, the
challenges of short-term CVE interventions, and unintended outcomes of CVE goals (Figure
9.13). Click on the theme of your choice to read more about the lessons learned on that
specific subject (see Figure 9.14).
Figure 9.13: Thematic grouping of lessons learned

Figure 9.14: Example of collapsible content
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9.3.2.

The ways forward

Please go to The Ways Forward in Lessons Learned:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/waysforward
You will see the following screen (Figure 9.15):
Figure 9.15: The Ways Forward

The Ways Forward is a list of key recommendations on the basis of the lessons learned that
may help in designing and conducting evaluations of CVE interventions.
You can click on a particular recommendation to find more information about it (see Figure
9.16).
Figure 9.16: Collapsible content in The Ways Forward
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9.3.3.

About this tool

Please go to About this Tool in Crosscutting lessons:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/aboutthistool
You will see the following screen (Figure 7.15):
Figure 9.17: About this tool

This section explains how evaluated interventions were identified and scored and how
lessons learned were drawn from these evaluated interventions.
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9.4. Upload
Please go to Upload in Lessons Learned:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/inform/registry
You will see the following screen (Figure 9.18):
Figure 9.18: Upload your CVE intervention/evaluation

In this section you can upload new evidence to the toolkit by uploading your intervention
and/or an evaluation of your intervention. You are asked to fill in all fields and then click on
‘submit’. A CVE intervention and evaluation entered through the Upload form will be
considered for review. Input, provided by users will not be processed automatically. A review
(e.g. of data) by a researcher is required. This is therefore subject to securing further funding
for inputs to be analysed and embedded in the toolkit.
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10.

Quick Guide

Please go to Quick Guide:
http://impact.itti.com.pl/index#/quick-guide
You will see the following screen (Figure 10.1):
Figure 10.1: Quick Guide

The different flags at the top of the page redirect to a written Quick Guide in the respective
languages that guides users in getting started with using the Evaluation Guide in the online
toolkit. This guide is available in Danish, Dutch, German, French and English. Below the
flags you will find the interactive online Quick Guide. The blue boxes give an overview of the
different aspects discussed in the toolkit and are categorised under help with evaluations,
examples of interventions and evaluations and background information. When you click on
one of the topics in the blue boxes you will be redirected to the corresponding page.
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11.

Conclusion

IMPACT Europe has produced an evaluation toolkit for professionals working in the counterviolent extremism field. The main purpose of the IMPACT Europe Evaluation Toolkit is to
help professionals in designing and conducting evaluations in the CVE field in which robust
and rigorous evaluations have not yet become the norm. Our understanding of what works in
the field can be improved if we conduct more and better evaluations. The toolkit therefore
also helps professionals to develop well-designed programmes, which are easier to evaluate
and more likely to achieve results.

11.1.

Suitable application of the toolkit

The toolkit described in this manual is designed with particular consideration of practitioners
and end-users who are involved in designing, implementing and evaluating interventions in
the field of CVE.
The IMPACT Europe Evaluation Toolkit is particularly suitable in two key circumstances:


Firstly, the toolkit assists practitioners in the design and implementation of their CVE
interventions. This includes establishing the goals, planning the outcomes, identifying
facilitators and inhibitors to the planned intervention, and identifying its effectiveness.



Secondly, the toolkit assists end-users and practitioners in evaluating the
effectiveness of their CVE intervention. This is achieved through examining factors
such as goals, timeframe, design, objectives and outcomes.

The implementation and evaluation aspects of CVE programmes are further strengthened by
the provision of previous historical examples in the Lessons Learned platform.

11.2.

Benefits of using the toolkit

Previous research as part of the wider IMPACT Europe project, conducted prior to designing
the toolkit, has highlighted the lack of well-designed and well-evaluated interventions within
the field of CVE. As a result, the overarching aim of the IMPACT Europe project, the toolkit
and the manual is to assist practitioners in developing more effective interventions and,
having done so, to help them be in a better position to evaluate the effectiveness of those
interventions.

11.3.

Added value of each tool

This manual explains in detail how to use the various tools contained in the toolkit, along
with their purpose, benefits and added value. These are as follows:


The Evaluation Guide is designed to guide end-users and practitioners step by step
in designing and conducting evaluations of CVE interventions.



The Interventions Database is designed to inspire end-users and practitioners to
develop well designed, effective and appropriately customised CVE interventions
suitable for their specific needs and requirements.



The Lessons Learned section is designed to facilitate the more substantial
incorporation of evaluation into the CVE field by providing end-users and
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practitioners with examples of what works, and any emerging lessons learned based
on available evidence.

11.4.

IMPACT Europe Evaluation Toolkit Training Course

This manual was written to serve as both a stand-alone reference document and an
accompanying guide to the training. The training is designed to guide end-users through the
toolkit and the process of designing an evaluation plan. The training starts with a two-day
course in which participants work on their evaluation plans with the help of the toolkit and
under the supervision of IMPACT Europe trainers. A prerequisite for the training is that
participants are either planning to evaluate their intervention or are developing an
intervention which they would like to evaluate at a later stage. The third training day takes
place six months after the first two training days. This provides the participants with the
opportunity to finish working on their evaluation plans and to start conducting their evaluation
before the third training day takes place. The third training day offers the opportunity to
exchange challenges in conducting evaluations and focuses on how to deal with these
challenges.

11.5.

Desired implications of the toolkit

In conclusion, the IMPACT Europe Evaluation Toolkit described and detailed in this manual
can be expected to be of real practical benefit to end-users and practitioners in the wider
field of CVE. In particular, it is hoped that it will assist them in better designing and
evaluating interventions which are effective in countering violent extremism. To that end, the
manual has been designed to be as practical as possible, while highlighting the benefits to
end-users and practitioners of utilising the tools contained in the toolkit. Ultimately, it is
hoped that the IMPACT Europe research behind the toolkit and its use by those in the field
of CVE interventions and evaluations will help mitigate and reduce the level of violent
extremism in Europe.
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